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ABSTRACT 
Given two spaces X and Y, where both X and Y are either metric spaces or 
topological spaces, a connected sum Z of X and Y has been constructed. Some 
properties and several features of the constructed connected sums have been 
studied in this paper. 
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1. Introduction 
 Sums and connected sums are special operations to obtain some particular 
extensions of spaces and surfaces. Therefore, these are very interesting and 
important tools to construct new spaces and surfaces. Many researchers 
studied spaces and surfaces obtained by making a number of sums and 
connected sums.  A sum of topological spaces has been defined and studied 
by S. Majumdar and M. Assaduzzaman in [5]. A number of sums of 
topological spaces have been defined and studied also in N. Bourbaki [1] and 
J. Dugundji [2]. Certain connected sums of spaces and surfaces have been 
studied in W. Massey [6] and M. A. Hossain [4]. In this paper, we have 
constructed connected sums for metric spaces and arbitrary topological 
spaces and studied some of their properties. Some terminology and notations 
of [4], [5], [6] are used here in general.  
  
 We now recall some definitions and results for convenience. If (X, T1) 
and (X, T2) are two topological spaces, their sum is the space ( ZYX =∪ , T), 
where T is the topology in Z generated by 21 TT ∪ . If both X and Y are open 
subspaces of Z, Z is called usual extension of X and Y. A usual extension 
exists if (i) YX ∩ is open in both X and Y, and (ii) the class of all 
intersections of X with the open sets in Y is identical with the class of 
intersections of Y with the open sets in X, i.e., if XTYT ∩=∩ 21 . Two 
topological spaces (X, T1) and (X, T2) are called compatible for sum with 
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each other if they satisfy (i) and (ii). A topological space X is said to be 
locally compact at a point x if there is some open set U containing x whose 
closure U  is compact. The space is locally compact if it is locally compact 
at each of its points. A space X is said to be locally connected at a point x if 
for every open set U containing x there is a connected open set V containing 
x and contained in U. The space is locally connected if it is locally 
connected at each of its points. For two points x, y in a topological space X, 
a path joining x and y is a continuous map Xf →]1,0[: such that xf =)0( , 

yf =)1( . The space X is path connected if any two points of X can be 
joined by a path. 

 
2. Connected Sum of Metric Spaces 
   
 Let (X, d1) and (Y, d2) be two disjoint metric spaces such that the closed 
spheres }),(/{)( 10101

rxxdXxxSS r ≤∈==  and 

}),(/{)( 20202
ryydYyySS r ≤∈==′  are homeomorphic. Let SSf ′→: be 

a homeomorphism. If C and C ′denote the boundary of S and 
S ′ respectively, then }),(/{ 101 rxxdXxC =∈=  and 

}),(/{ 202 ryydYyC =∈=′ . Also suppose that f restricted to C, is not only 
a homeomorphism but also an isometry of C onto C ′ , i.e., 

))(),((),( 212211 xfxfdxxd = for every pair of points x1, x2 on C. Let 
)()( SIntYIntSXZ ′−∪−= . Define a relation R on Z as follows: 

i)  for each )( CCZz ′∪−∈ , z R z 
ii) for each Cz∈ , z R z and z R f(z) 
iii) for each zRzCz ′′′∈′ ,  and )(1 zfRz ′′ − .  

Then R is an equivalence relation on Z. Under identification topology 

)( Z
R
Z

=  is termed as the connected sum of X and Y, written YXZ #= . We 

can regard Z  as )( SIntSIntYX ′∪−∪  under the identification of x with 
f(x) for all .Cx∈  So, from now we will write 

)()( SIntYSIntXCC ′−∩−=′= . 

  We shall now investigate whether Z  inherits a metric from the 
metrics d1 and d2, or not. Before going to this investigation, we will prove 
the following theorem: 
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Theorem 1. Let (X, d1) and (Y, d2) be two metric spaces such that 
Φ≠∩YX  and let )()(2)()(1 YXYXYXYX dd ∩×∩∩×∩ = . Let us now define 

→∪×∪ )()(: YXYXd R by 
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Then d is a metric in YX ∪ . 
Proof. Since ),(),( 21 zzdzzd ′=′  for all )()(),( YXYXzz ∩×∩∈′ , d is 
well defined. Since 01 ≥d  and 02 ≥d , so 0≥d . Also, it is clear from the 
definition of d that d(t,t) = 0 for all YXt ∪∈ .  
For any t1, t2 in ,YX ∪  
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If for any three elements t1, t2 and t3 in YX ∪ , Xti ∈  or 
)3,2,1( =∈ iYti , then clearly ),(),(),( 313221 ttdttdttd ≥+ . We prove the 

triangle property for the case when any two of the ti’s are in X or Y. Let 
Xtt ∈21 ,  and Yt ∈3 . Then 
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i.e., ),(),(),( 313221 ttdttdttd ≥+ . 
Therefore d is a metric in )( YX ∪  i.e., )( YX ∪  is a metric space. 

The metric on Z : Let us now define d  on Z  by 
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C being as defined above.  
Then d  is well-defined, since 

CCCC
dd

××
= 21  . Now by the Theorem 1, it 

follows clearly that d  is a metric space on Z . Therefore the connected sum 
X#Y of metric spaces X and Y is a metric space. 
 
Theorem 2. Let (X, d1) and (Y, d2) be two compact metric spaces, then the 
connected sum X#Y is compact. 
Proof. Let }{ αG  be any open cover of X#Y. Then }{ αG  is also an open 
cover of X and of Y. Since X and Y are compact, there exist finite sub-covers 

}{
i

Gα  and }{
j

Gα  of X and Y respectively. Then clearly }{}{
ji

GG αα ∪ is a 

finite sub-cover of X#Y. Therefore, X#Y is compact.    
 
3. Connected Sum of Topological Spaces 
  Let (X, T) and ),( TY ′  be two topological spaces such that 

Φ≠∩YX . Suppose that there exists non-empty closed sets F and F ′  of X 
and Y respectively such that F is homeomorphic to F ′ . Let FFf ′→:  be a 

homeomorphism. Let )(Fbff =  where )(Fb  is the boundary of F. Then f  

is a homeomorphism )()()()(: BFbBFbf ′=′→= . Let )(FIntFB −= , 
)(FIntFB ′−′=′ , and ))(())(( FIntYFIntXZ ′−∪−= where Z has the 

topoogy of a sum. Define a relation R on Z as follows: 
i) for each )( BBZz ′∪−∈ , z R z ; 
ii) for each Bz∈ , z R z and z R f(z); 
iii) for each Bz ′∈′ , z′  R z′  and z′  R )(1 zf ′− . 

Then R is an equivalence relation on Z. Under identification topology, 

)( Z
R
Z

=  is thus a topological spaces and is termed the connected sum of X 

and Y. We can regard Z  as ))()(()( FIntFIntYX ′∪−∪  under the 
identification of x on B with f(x) on B′ . Here, we regard 
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))(())(( FIntYFIntXBB ′−∩−=′= . We shall denote the connected sum 
(in this case) of two topological spaces X and Y by YX F#  or YX F ′# . 
 
Theorem 3. The connected sum YX F ′#  is connected if and only if both 

)(FIntX −  
and )(FIntY ′−  are connected. 
 To establish the above theorem we first prove the following lemma, where  
X and Y are topological spaces such that Φ≠∩YX  so that YX ∪  is a 
topological space and the topology is }.,/{ YinopenHXinopenGHG ∪  
 
Lemma 4. YX ∪  is connected if and only if both X and Y are connected and 

Φ≠∩YX . 
Proof. The result follows from a standard theorem since X and Y are 
subspaces of YX ∪ . 
 
Proof of Theorem 3. Since YX F#  is ))(())(( FIntYFIntX ′−∪−  and 

))(())(()()( FIntYFIntXFbFb ′−∩−=′=  is a non-empty subspace 
of YX F# , the theorem follows from the direct consequence of the above 
lemma 4. 
 
Lemma 5. If X is locally compact and Y, a closed subspace of X then Y is 
locally compact. 
Proof. Let Yy∈ . Since Xy∈  and X is locally compact, there exists an 

open set V in X such that Vy∈  and V  is compact in X. Then YV ∩  is 

open in Y and .YVy ∩∈  Let }{ αW  be an open cover of  YYV )( ∩  in Y. 

Then, for all α , ,YUW ∩= αα  for some αU  which is open in X. Thus 

}{ αU  is an open cover of YYV )( ∩   in X. Since XYV )( ∩  is a closed 

subset of V  in X, XYV )( ∩  is compact in X. Hence there exist 

n
UU αα1

 such that .)(
1 n

UUYV Y αα ∪∪⊆∩  Hence 

n
WWYV Y αα ∪∪⊆∩

1
)( . Therefore Y is locally compact. 

 
Theorem 6. If X and Y are locally compact then YX F#  is locally compact. 
Proof. Let X and Y be locally compact spaces. Since YX F#  can be written 
as )()( XYCYX −∪∪−  where C = b(F), and since (X-Y), C and (Y-X), 
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being subspaces of locally compact spaces X and Y, are locally compact by 
the above lemma 6. Hence YX F#  is locally compact. 
 
Lemma 7.  If X and Y are locally connected then the sum YX ∪  is locally 
connected. 
Proof. Let YXz ∪∈ . If W is an open set in YX ∪ with Wz∈ , then 

VUW ∪=  with U open in X and V open in Y. If Uz∈ , there exists 
connected open set U ′  in X with Uz ′∈  and if Vz∈ , there exists 
connected open set V ′  in Y with Vz ′∈ . Since U ′  and V ′  are open in 

YX ∪ , so YX ∪  is locally connected. 
 
Lemma 8. If X is locally connected and R is an equivalence relation on X, 

then the quotient space 
R
X

 is locally connected. 

Proof. Let 
R
XX →:π  denote the mapping given by xclsx =)(π  .Then π  

is continuous, open and onto. Let Xx∈ , and let U  be an open set in 
R
X

 

such that Uxcls ∈ . Then )(UU π= , for some open set U in X such that 
Ux∈ . Since X is locally connected, there exists a connected open set U ′  

in X such that Ux ′∈ . Then, )(U ′π  is a connected open set in 
R
X

 and 

)(Uxcls ′∈π . Hence 
R
X

 is locally connected. 

  Let X and Y be locally connected spaces. We know that 

R
YXYX F

∪
=# , where R is an equivalence relation defined as in the 

definition of YX F# . Thus by the lemma 7 and lemma 8, it is clear that 
YX F#  is locally connected. Hence we have the following result: 

Theorem 9. If X and Y are locally connected, then YX F#  is also locally 
connected. 
 
Theorem 10. (i) If X and Y are path connected, then YX F#  is path 
connected. 
(ii) If YX F#  is path connected, then X- Int(F) and )(FIntY ′−  are path 
connected. 
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Proof. (i) Let X and Y be path connected. Let YXzz F#, 21 ∈ . Since 
))(())((# FIntYYIntXYX F ′−∪−= , if 21 , zz  both belong to 

)(FIntX −  or )(FIntY ′−  then  there always exists a path from 1z  to 2z . 
So, we consider the case when )(1 FIntXz −∈  and )(2 FIntYz ′−∈ . Since 
b(F) Φ≠ , we can take a point )(Fbz∈ . Then YXz ∩∈ . So there are 
paths f from 1z  to z and g from z to 2z . Then fg ∗  is a path from 1z  to 2z , 
where ))(())((]1,0[: FIntYFIntXfg ′−∪−→∗  is given by 

))(( tfg ∗ =f(2t) whenever 
2
10 ≤≤ t  and )12())(( −=∗ tgtfg  whenever 

1
2
1

≤≤ t . Hence YX F#  is path connected. 

(ii) It is obvious from the fact that ))(())((# FIntYFIntXYX F ′−∪−= . 
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